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of the Crov n may serve to confuse the situation. Above
all, it will enable the popularity of the thrpne to be used
against the forces of the Left. It is a powerful card in the
.hands-of the Conservative interests; it may, with a King
as beloved as George V, be a trump card. At the best, an
election won with the King as the virtual leader of the
Conservative forces can be represented as a triumph
for the forces of democratic sanity; at the worst, their
defeat will transfer the scene of the battle from the
economic to the constitutional field. The outcome of that
transfer it is impossible to predict, for the roots of Mon-
archy lie deep in human experience. To bring its founda-
tions into dispute is to raise controversies of which no
one can foresee the end.
One final point in this context may be made. It i$
notable that, during the abdication crisis of 1936, no
authoritative voice on the Conservative side asked that
the decision of the Cabinet against the Duke of Windsor's
proposed marriage should be confirmed by an electoral
decision, though there was, of course, no sort of mandate
for the view it took, Mr. Churchill, indeed, pleaded for
delay; but he does not appear to have meant more than
the opportunity for further consultations. It is notable,
further, that no authoritative voice raised the issue that
the King had the right, even in so intimate a matter, to
reject the advice of his ministers. The Labour Party,
moreover, which insisted throughout that he had no such
power of rejection was warmly praised by Conservatives
for the constitutional correctness of its attitude. The
gravity of the abdication crisis is universally admitted;
and if ever there was a case irt which the King might have
act<*d independently of his Cabinet, a matter of such
personal intimacy as his marriage would appear to be
that case. Yet the theory of an independent royal pre-
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